
 
Course Title: Feature and Travel Writing 
Course Code: LONS JPFT 314S 
Subject: Creative Writing, Literature, Journalism 
Credits: 4 
Semester/Term: ☐ Semester  

☐ J-Term  
☒ Summer  

  
Course Description: This course provides a practical introduction to feature and travel journalism.           

Designed to get students out exploring all aspects of the city, the class is framed               

around a group project in which we create a guide to London for future Arcadia               

students. The course will allow students to hone their multimedia reporting and            

writing skills and see London through the eyes of a foreign correspondent. 

Course 
Requirements: 

Required Text 
 
Cooke, A. (2016). Letters from America: 1946-2004. Penguin. ISBN-13:         
978-0141984636; Cost: To Be Determined. 
 
Lyall, S. (2009). A Field Guide to the English. Quercus. ISBN-13: 978-1847247933;            
Cost: To Be Determined. 
 
Additional Readings and Resources 
 
Articles and powerpoint lecture slides are available from the instructor on the            
course Canvas site through Arcadia University. 
Examples may include: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/14/world/europe/14muswell.html 
http://realscreen.com/2009/02/23/jadegoody-20090223/ 
 
Students will be required to access and contribute to a class Flipboard magazine on              
a daily basis. They will also need to buy the occasional newspaper. Handouts will be               
distributed in class.  
 
The lecturer will also prepare select handouts of key examples of good / bad feature               
writing/interviews/reviews.  
 
Assignments 

Course Requirements Percentages 

1. 1st Person Feature about Living in London 
(500 words) 

10% 

2. Review of an Exhibit, Experience, 
Restaurant, etc. (750 words) 

15%  

3. Podcast Reporting (7 minutes) 15% 
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4. Travel Feature: Review of a Detour App. 

(750 words)  
15% 

5. Final Multimedia Feature Article (1,500 
words plus pictures & links) 

35% 

6. Active Class Participation & Homework 10% 

Total 100% 

 
Learning Outcomes 
and/or Expected 
Student 
Competencies and 
Assessment 
Measures: 

On completion of the course, students should be able to: 
 

Learning Outcomes 
Course Requirement that will be used 
to assess the student’s achievement of 
this outcome 

Demonstrate how to source story 
ideas for features and what makes a 
good journalistic feature. 
 

1st Person Feature about Living in 
London;  
Review of an Exhibit, Experience, 
Restaurant, etc.;  
Podcast Reporting;  
Travel Feature:  
Review of a Detour App.;  
Final Multimedia Feature Article;  
Active Class Participation & Homework 

Write feature articles to professional 
journalistic standards. 
 

1st Person Feature about Living in 
London; 
Travel Feature: Review of a Detour 
App.;  
Final Multimedia Feature Article 

Explore London through the eyes of a 
feature/travel writer. 

1st Person Feature about Living in 
London;  
Review of an Exhibit, Experience, 
Restaurant, etc.;  
Podcast Reporting;  
Final Multimedia Feature Article;  
Active Class Participation & Homework 

Contribute to online resources for 
future Arcadia students. 

1st Person Feature about Living in 
London;  
Review of an Exhibit, Experience, 
Restaurant, etc.;  
Podcast Reporting;  
Final Multimedia Feature Article 

Demonstrate an understanding of the 
British media landscape and the role of 
the foreign correspondent. 
 

Review of an Exhibit, Experience, 
Restaurant, etc.;  
Travel Feature: Review of a Detour 
App;  
Active Class Participation & Homework 
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Compile skills in multimedia reporting 
and storytelling. 

1st Person Feature about Living in 
London;  
Review of an Exhibit, Experience, 
Restaurant, etc.;  
Podcast Reporting;  
Final Multimedia Feature Article;  
Active Class Participation & Homework 

 
Course Outline:  

Session Topic 

Session 1  Introduction to British Media,  Feature  & Travel Writing:  
The role of the Foreign Correspondent 

Session 2 Telling London Stories: Field-based practice writing session 

Session 3 How to Conduct and Write Interviews  
Guest Speaker: London journalist 

Session 4 Photojournalism & Travel Writing: Field trip to Hampstead & 
Hampstead Heath 

Session 5 The Digital Journalist: Mobile Journalism in the UK & The Art 
of Factual Storytelling 

Session 6 Brainstorming Story Ideas: Using Archives and Collections 
(The Wellcome Collection or similar, with a librarian briefing) 

Session 7 Reviews: Review writing exercise (choice of food, art or film) 

Session 8 Guest Speaker on pitching story ideas & the freelance market 

Session 9 Audio and Podcasts: Develop an audio feature in Bloomsbury 

Session 10 Round-ups / Coursework Clinic Tutorial 

Session 11 Thames-Based Field Outing and Related Assignment 

Session 12 Apps Review: Students undertake a London Detour and write 
a review 

Session 13 Summary Lecture / The Editing Process / Project Feedback/ 
Production of the Online Guide Tutorial Sessions 

Session 14 Making Smartphone Films 

 
Other Policies: Expectations 

Professional behavior is expected of all students. This includes preparation for           
classes, on-time attendance at classes, attendance at all group sessions and           
appropriate participation in the form of attentiveness and contributions to the           
course. Respect for the academic process is the major guiding principle for            
professional behavior and extends to all communications, including e-mail.  
 
Attendance/Participation 
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Prompt attendance, full preparation, and active participation in class discussions are           
expected from every student in every class session. 
 
Course Policies 
For e-mail communications, students must use their Arcadia University email          
account. Students are responsible for any information provided by e-mail or           
through Intranet postings. 
 
Plagiarism 
Representation of another’s work or ideas as one’s own in academic submissions is             
plagiarism, and is cause for disciplinary action. Cheating is actual or attempted use             
of resources not authorized by the instructor(s) for academic submissions. Students           
caught cheating in this course will receive a failing grade. Fabrication is the             
falsification or creation of data, research or resources to support academic           
submissions, and cause for disciplinary action. 
 
Late or Missed Assignments  
Will not be accepted for grading. 
 
Students with Disabilities 
Persons with documented disabilities requiring accommodations to meet the         
expectations of this course should disclose this information while enrolling into the            
program, and before leaving the United States so that appropriate arrangements           
can be made.  
 
Title IX Statement 
Arcadia University is committed to assuring a safe and productive educational           
environment for all students. In order to meet this commitment and to comply with              
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and guidance from the Office for Civil               
Rights, the University requires faculty members to report incidents of sexual           
violence shared by students to the University's Title IX Coordinator. The only            
exceptions a faculty member's reporting obligation are when incidents of sexual           
violence are communicated by a student during a classroom discussion, in a writing             
assignment for a class, or as part of a University-approved research project. 

Information regarding the reporting of sexual violence and the resources that are            
available to victims of sexual violence is set forth at          
https://www.arcadia.edu/university/policies-guidelines/title-ix. 

Prerequisites: None. 
Note: No journalistic experience is necessary, but a willingness to read, write,            
research, interview and participate actively in class work is expected. Reading           
newspapers, magazines and websites, as well as discussing current affairs, is           
required. 

Country and 
Program 
Connection: 

This course is designed to get students out exploring the city. Some of this will be                
directed by the tutors, but there will also be the opportunity, through feature             
assignments, for the students to focus on the specific aspects of London which they              
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are most interested in – fashion, art, history, music etc. Students will also read the               
local media assiduously and discuss current issues in our short press reviews at the              
beginning of each class. 
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